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- Space weather interaction with early forms of technology date back to 1847 and the 8th sun cycle

- “Anomalous currents” in telegraph lines large enough to maintain communication 
for hours without batteries.

- Source of these “ anomalous currents” was unknown at that time

- Correlations with incoming thunderstorms and Aurora were noted



- 1901 Guglielmo Marconi created the first intercontinental wireless communication system

- This ended the idea that these “anomolous currents” were due to strange ground currents

- Marconi bounced signals off of the ionosphere (80km) back down to land based towers, allowing 
for long range communication

- Communication disruptions, long outages, and crisscrossed signals were frequently noted

- Correlations with aurora were also noted here



The source of all the problems

our Sun



The Sunspot Cycle

-Sunspot cycle : an 11 year period where the Sun goes through a solar minimum (few if any spots) 
and a solar maximum (lots of spots).  This cycle may range anywhere from 7 – 15 years.

What causes these Sunspots?
Differential

Rotation and Convection

Rotates fast

Rotates slow

Rotates slow

Polar lag winds field lines 
tighter and tighter

- Solar Flares

- Coronal Mass Ejections (CME’s)



“ Like ships at sea, satellites sail the ocean of space. And, like their terrestrial counterparts,satellites    
must endure severe storms in the environment in order to perform their mission…this knowledge has
allowed satellite designers and manufacturers to construct spacecraft that are largely impervious but
not entirely immune to variations in the space environment.”

Satellite Hazards

- Still today, the major obstacles are during launch and early spacecraft deployment, but once it is 
on-station, space weather becomes one of the largest hazards.

- Space weather effects vary according to: 1. Orbit
2. Spacecraft local time
3. Spacecraft position relative to regions in Space
4. Stage of the 11year Sunspot cycle

- effects range from simple upsets            complete mission failure

- $500,000,000 in insurance claims from 1994 to 1999 related to space weather



Types of spacecraft anomalies

- Power supply efficiency

- Surface charging

- Deep dielectric or bulk charging

- Single event upsets (SEU’s)

- Spacecraft drag

- Attitude system strains 



Power supply efficiency

- operating power from extremely large solar panels

- collisions with high speed protons and atoms of silicon in the cells

crystal defects
atom of silicon

High energy 
proton



Surface charging

- Variations in low energy plasma and the photoelectric effect cause most of the charging

- No immediate damage or problems, even at high voltages

- Discharging: 1. Night to day boundaries 
2. Thruster firings

V of satellite





Deep Dielectric / Bulk Charging

- High altitude spacecraft            GEO’s

- High energy protons collide with atoms in the walls           secondary energetic electrons 
that penetrate even deeper into the interior of the satellite 

- Discharges occur: 1. Charges exceed natural charge leakage rate of dielectric
Fluxes > 1000particles/cm/sec/ster

2. When the breakdown voltage is reached 



Single Event Upsets
- Most common satellite anomaly 

- 2 types: 1. Soft SEU’s:  changes binary value stored in a device’s memory 
2. Hard SEU’s: irreparable physical damage to a part of a microcircuit 

- High energy particles (>50 MeV)                     Hit or Miss
2 types: 1. Galactic Cosmic Rays                 (> GeV levels)

2. Solar Proton Events                Fluxes reach 70,000 protons/cm/sec/ster

- Risks depend on 1. Location of Sunspot
2. Orbit inclination



Spacecraft Drag

- Effects LEO’s, generally < 1000 km

- correlated to solar UV output, additional atmospheric heating, and solar maxima

- Satellites effected by atmospheric drag may require costly orbit maintenance and excess 
wear and tear 

- Effects space debris as well, which without proper tracking leads to collisions



Attitude system strains

- Attitude control systems:   are how a satellite recognizes its orientation in Space.
1. Sensitive sensors cameras & magnetometers
2. Thrusters 
3. Gyros 
4. Momentum wheels 

- Cameras star maps and false stars

- Magnetometers B-field flip flops and local B-field changes 

- Over use of pointing systems, burning excess fuel, and exercising momentum wheel to exhaustion



Power supply solutions

- Over sizing
1.  Allows for a longer life time
2.  Delays the inevitable

- Glass like coatings
1.  Very effective
2.  Extremely heavy 

- Radiation hardening
1.   Very effective 
2.   Possibly impractical

- Light focusing
1.  Thin lenses                   deceases panel size to about 5- 10 %
2.  Makes radiation hardening and/or glass coverings practical



Proper material selection

- Proper location of conductors (metals) and dielectrics (plastics)

- Plasma contactor :  +/- 40 V of surrounding plasma



Radiation hardening & Shielding

- Radiation hardening and shielding is basically dead weight.

- Expensive:  1.  To do
2.  To launch $5,000-$10,000 a pound  

- Amount is directly determined by:  1.  Orbit 
2.  Duration of flight

Radiation Hardening Techniques
- Insulating substrates instead of semiconductor wafers

- Designing integrated circuits 1. Transistors changing gate voltages
2.  Controlling random circuit currents
3.  Microcircuit scanning devices 
4.  Size of circuit decrease in bit flop charge





Concluding Remarks

- Commercial influences 

- Advanced technology

- Accessibility of Space

- Price of space flight


	
	

